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STATE OF THE AVENUE
If 2020 was a bust year for Fifth Avenue South, then 2021 was clearly a boom, as Fifth Avenue South came
roaring back f rom the depths of the pandemic.
From being named the #1 shopping destination in Collier County, #5 in Florida and #134 nationwide, there
was no doubt that Fifth Avenue South emerged a f ront runner when it comes to meeting the demands of
residents and visitors who love to shop, dine and stroll on our beautiful, iconic downtown street.
While 2020 saw the departure of 12 businesses f rom Fifth Avenue South, 2021 not only filled that void but
added another eight new businesses. These 20 new openings included entrepreneurs or local businesses
wanting a presence on Fifth Avenue South, as well as nationally recognized brands like vineyard vines and
Cameron Mitchell’s Del Mar restaurant. These new recruits were due in part to the enhanced efforts of the
Business Improvement District (BID) to attract quality, long-term brands to Fifth Avenue South.
Our marketing initiatives echoed the same successes as we ramped up our efforts to keep both our brand
f ront and center and Fifth Avenue South’s reputation as one of the most exclusive addresses in the nation to
visit, own real estate or open a business.
From our Crown Jewel advertising campaign to placing media spotlights on individual Fifth Avenue South
businesses in local magazines and newsletters, on podcasts, and on social media platforms, we left no stone
unturned in promoting the beauty, offerings and economic contributions of our beloved Fifth Avenue South.
Once again, our social media presence grew exponentially. In 2018, official followers on Instagram were
slightly more than 1,600, while at the end of 2021, we were close to 30,000. Likewise, in 2018, Facebook
followers were approximately 1,800, but by the end of 2021 that number had grown to almost 12,000.
Our events, especially Cars on 5th and our Christmas on Fifth, were hugely successful. More than 30,000 people
attended the two-day Christmas celebration. We also turned our attention to sponsoring more philanthropic events to
give back to a community that supported us so generously throughout the pandemic.
Last, but not least, Fifth Avenue South also got a facelift in 2021 with hanging baskets and beautiful new banners on
streetlight poles, new enhancements which have elevated the street’s charm and elegance even more.
Our partnerships with the community and the Naples city government continued to evolve. The Fifth Avenue
South BID joined forces with the Naples Police Department and City Council in sponsoring their 2021 “Do The
Right Thing” (DTRT) program, which recognizes school-aged children doing good things in our community.
We also continued to collaborate with City Council and underscore the huge return on investment the City and the BID
receive when we work together to improve our district and attract the type and quality of businesses we all want to
locate on Fifth Avenue South. And indeed, if there was ever any doubt, one only has to look at the many successes we
achieved in 2021!!

Christopher Shucart
2021 President
Fifth Avenue South
Business Improvement District

Bruce Barone, Jr.
Executive Director
Fifth Avenue South
Business Improvement District
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BUSINESS ON FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH
BOOMED IN 2021, EVEN IN THE MIDST
OF A YEAR OF CONTINUED COVID-19
CHAOS, A SLOWED SUPPLY CHAIN
AND A DEFICIT OF EMPLOYEES.

WE’RE #1
If there is any doubt about the role of Fifth Avenue South as an engine of economic growth for
Naples or the role of new urbanism in improving community happiness and prosperity, one only
needs to look at the 2021 data f rom Placer.ai, the nation’s leader in location analytics.
Fifth Avenue South clearly outpaced both Mercato and Waterside Shops when it comes to the number
of visitors during 2021. Fifth Avenue South businesses had approximately 1.5M visitors, Mercato 1.1M and
Waterside Shops 818.8K. The number of visitors to Fifth Avenue South was also up f rom 2020, which saw
1.3M. Visitors also spent more time on Fifth Avenue South with an average of 2.23 hrs. versus 1.72 hrs. for
Mercato and 1.33 hrs. for Waterside Shops.

27
%
45
%

more than Mercato

more than
Waterside Shops

FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH
VISITORS IN 2021
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It is interesting to note that Fifth
Avenue South also ranks number 5 in
Florida and number 134 nationwide,
among most visited shopping areas.
Some of this success is due to the
fact that every trend analysis in the
country is showing that walkable,
mixed-use historic districts are in
high demand right now by shoppers.
It also doesn’t hurt that Fifth
Avenue South is only steps away
f rom the Gulf.
Clearly these numbers underscore a
huge return on investment by the
City of Naples and the Business
Improvement District (BID) in terms
of both downtown development and
the type and quality of businesses
being recruited to locate on Fifth
Avenue South.
In short, both area residents and
tourists prefer shopping, dining, and
strolling in an open-air urban
environment as opposed to shopping
malls. What may have once been a
national trend is now a reality, likely
to grow stronger f rom the
post-COVID-19 lessons of open air,
as urban businesses work even
harder to meet the needs of a
demanding public.

BUSINESS EXPANSION AND TOP
BRAND RECRUITMENT
While 2020 saw the departure of 12 businesses f rom Fifth Avenue South, primarily due to the
economic impact of COVID-19, 2021 was a year of expansion with 20 new businesses opening on
Fifth Avenue South, many of whom are entrepreneurs or local businesses desiring a presence
on Fifth Avenue South. Others include some of the biggest brands in the country, including
Vineyard Vines and Cameron Mitchell’s new restaurant Del Mar.
Some of the expansion resulted f rom the BID retaining the services of CC Consulting to provide
support in the recruitment of tenants, especially nationally recognized brands, to locate on
Fifth Avenue South. This decision was made in response to many property owners’ desire to
supplement and increase the success of local recruitment efforts.
As a result, the BID has had numerous property visits by national retailers, including vineyard
vines which did open a store on Fifth Avenue South in 2021. Negotiations continue with other
major brands at this time.
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NUMBER #1 IN 2021

FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH

MARKETING
While the BID’s internal marketing goal in 2021 was
focused on rebuilding lost business due to the pandemic,
its external marketing goal was straightforward: keep
both the brand f ront and center, and Fifth Avenue South’s
reputation as one of the most exclusive addresses in the
nation to visit, own real estate or open a business.

OUR
OBJECTIVES
INCLUDED:
Continue building the brand as a
modern, sophisticated, and iconic
main street that clearly is the
most recognizable and popular
place to shop and dine in Naples
and the surrounding area.
Focus on outreach to local
residents and visitors through
expanded media efforts and
exciting events to encourage a
return to Fifth Avenue South, the
best place to be.
Work closely with the city
government to reaffirm its
commitment to and investment
in Fifth Avenue South’s future.

CAMPAIGNS &
BRANDING
“Fifth Avenue South, the Crown Jewel of Naples” was our
campaign throughout 2021, highlighting its #1 status in
the market, its beauty, quality and diverse offerings, and
its vast economic contributions to the City of Naples.

ADVERTISING
The new “Crown Jewel” campaign
was featured prominently throughout
2021 in advertising buys, sending a
message to visitors that Fifth Avenue
South remains a special and revered
place on the Naples’ landscape. Ads
ran throughout the year and were
aimed at current demographics and
strategically placed in Gulfshore Life,
Naples Illustrated, Life in Naples, and
Old Naples Living and were also used
on social media platforms. RSW
advertising was a new addition to the
BID’s marketing strategy in 2020 and
continued in 2021.

Ad as seen in Gulfshore Life,
Naples Illustrated, Life in Naples,
and Old Naples Living magazines.
RSW advertising far right.

Ę G Y T ´
FǠǑɋǚɫƷȄɓƷ°ȏɓɋǚِƩȏȂ

FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH MAGAZINE
Fifth Avenue South magazine was published in September and included a 68-page look at Fifth
Avenue South’s major attractions, feature stories and pages of ads promoting Fifth Avenue South’s
restaurants, retail stores, galleries, hotels, and other businesses.

More than 80,000 copies were printed and distributed
to major hotels, concierge desks and other businesses
throughout Southwest Florida.
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MEDIA COVERAGE
The BID’s media coverage was expanded significantly in
2021 with numerous articles and columns focusing on
Fifth Avenue South and its businesses.

– your historic main strleet
Bruce Barone Jr., Executive Director | 5th Avenue BID

fifth avenue south – your historic main street
Bruce Barone Jr., Executive Director | Fifth Avenue BID

Key West – Doug Hixon

OH MY!
Provident Jewelry is
Expanding on Fifth Avenue

fifth avenue south – your historic main street

almost 30 years of making people smile, it’s no wonder Provident
Jewelry is expanding its Fifth Avenue South store. Beginning in
April this year Provident will start building out its store to almost
double in size from its current 2,800 to 6,000 square feet. The
expansion is hoped to be completed by mid-November.

“I love painting landscapes, flowers, the water and
foliage of Florida. My gallery includes originals,
but I also do commission pieces in different sizes,
colors and subjects,” says Emily.
“Fifth Avenue is a great place for my gallery,
because after having my art displayed at other galleries for years, I can now meet the collectors and
know where my paintings go,” said Emily.
The Englishman Fine Art

Julie White

WHY NOT TAKE A WALKING TOUR?
Have you ever had one of those days where you
were looking for something unique to do on your
own? With your spouse? Best friend? Or perhaps
you have family or friends visiting, and you want
to show them just how cultured, sophisticated and
fun Naples can be. Then look no further than Fifth
Avenue South and its remarkable world of art.
We may not have New York’s Met or its Museum
of Modern Art, Chicago’s Art Institute or D.C.’s
National Gallery, but Fifth Avenue does boast nine
amazing galleries all within walking distance on a
downtown day’s outing.

To make it easy and guarantee you don’t miss anything, here is a walking tour route
with gallery addresses and highlights, starting at the West End of Fifth Avenue.
The Englishman Fine Art -- 365 5th Avenue South, Suite 101 – According to
Ani Zimony, gallery manager, The Englishman boasts a magnificent collection
of 1740s-1940s work by deceased artists. The collection includes everything
from portraits, to landscapes to sculptures to one-of-a-kind antique furniture. All are originals and museum quality. The Englishman also represents
a number of living artists from Europe, whose works include earthy organic
landscapes and bronze sculptures.
Ani says, “Fifth Avenue has a vibe like no other. It has an international flair. People
are happy shopping, exploring and dining. Our goal is to always make them feel comfortable and welcome here; it’s not about the sale, it’s about art and education.”
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Sheldon Fine Art -- 460 5th Avenue South – -- Established in Rhode Island
more than 35 years ago, Sheldon Fine Art has been in Naples for more than
20 years. “As a result, our clients benefit from long-established relationships
we have cultivated with award winning artists,” says Sherry Morris, gallery
director. Sheldon represents some 200 American and international artists,
whose works include a variety of art, ranging from traditional to contemporary
abstract to seascapes and more.
Sherry says, “We are proud to be located on one of the most charming streets
in the country. Our collection suits the high standards of Old Naples and our
knowledgeable staff offer a high-end experience.”
Aldo Castillo Art Gallery -- 634 5th Avenue South – Aldo Castillo is an
international gallery, representing prominent artists from around the world,
including North Korea, Germany and other European countries, and South
Africa. It’s like stepping into a high-end gallery in LA, Chicago, NY or London.
Aldo Castillo, founded in Chicago in 1993, features modern and contemporary
art in every medium, including paintings, sculpture, photography and digital
art. Many of the artists also use technology to enhance their works, according
to Aldo Castillo, the owner for whom the gallery is named.
“I saw a need for a high-end international gallery, so I wanted to make a positive change by bringing the gallery here,” notes Aldo. “Art can literally transform a city by bringing creativity, diversity, knowledge and investment.”
Emily James Gallery -- 720 5th Avenue South, Suite 111 – Award-winning
artist Emily James has the only gallery on Fifth where she is the actual artist,
and all works displayed are hers. The fun part is you can come to Emily’s gallery and watch her paint.

Native Visions Gallery -- 737 5th Avenue
South – Native Visions, featured on the covers of
Christie’s and Sotheby’s auction magazines, represents the world’s leading environmental artists.
“Our artists are extremely talented and world
renown,” says Native Visions owner Ross Parker.
They only produce about 30-40 pieces a year
because it takes time to create anatomical value
and depth in landscape, and you have to be patient,
adventurous and understand the outdoors. In other
words, you can’t bring a bull elephant into a studio,
you must go to him, which takes time, patience and
courage,” Ross said laughingly.

fifth avenue south –
your historic main street

HOT FUN

Native Visions secret to success is “superior
artists, great pricing, beautiful framing and the
longevity of our 35-year business,” says Ross.
“We moved to Naples from Key West in 1999 and
couldn’t be happier.”
Shaw Gallery -- 761 5th Avenue South – Shaw,
the oldest gallery on Fifth, was established by the
Shaw family 33 years ago where it remains today.
This family-owned legacy just passed to grandson
Jay Shaw, who is only 27. The gallery contains
some of the best glass works in the world, and the
paintings are diverse, including traditional, contemporary and realistic. A videographer as well, Jay
created an interactive website that allows collectors to view the gallery’s art from every angle in a
way that photography doesn’t allow.
August 2021 • Old Naples Living

Emillions Art Gallery
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Bruce Barone Jr.
Executive Director
Fifth Avenue BID

Regina’s Ice Cream Pavilion
is one of the oldest businesses
on Fifth Avenue and has literally
become a landmark. Keith
Anderson, general manager
for the last four years,
says, “Regina and Sal
Tenaglia, who were
actually bankers,
opened the store in
1988 and ran it for years
as a family business.
Today, we have kept that
same approach. The biggest
thing I preach to our employees is
our service. Interaction with our
customers and friendliness is as
great as our ice cream.” In fact,
Regina’s hires local students who
love to talk with customers and
learn about their lives. “We hire a
lot of college bound students,” says
Keith. “In fact, I’m losing three to
college this fall.”

Mitch’s Cookies, Dessert Bar & Soda
Fountain specializes in cookies, but like their
other Naples location, Mitch and Lynn Mitchell’s
new store just off Fifth on Park Street also
features ice cream. A new addition to the Fifth
Avenue South family of businesses, Mitch’s
also focuses on nostalgia. According to Mitch,
customers say our cookies taste “just like their
grandma used to make.”
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Jarred Kaplan, Managing Partner for Naples and Fort Myers
ON FIFTH
IN THE SUMMERTIME
stores,
is one of the many Faces of Fifth, who not only runs one of
Fifth Avenue’s high-profile businesses but is also a member of the
Business Improvement District’s Board of Directors. He has also
led an interesting life.
Sly and the Family Stone’s “Hot Fun
in the Summertime” may be a classic tune, but if you really want fun
during the summer days of Naples,
there’s only one thing to do…EAT
ICE CREAM…or GELATO!!
Luckily, there’s plenty of both in
our town to go around, and five
stores on Fifth Avenue South
provide inside or outside dining
or cones to go for a leisurely walk
down Fifth. Kilwin’s and Regina’s
specialize in ice cream, while
Mitch’s specializes in cookies and
Grace & Shelly’s cupcakes with ice
cream on the side. Gelato & Co.
offers, you guessed it, gelato.

So, what’s the difference, you ask?
Well, there’s the obvious, which
is Ice Cream is American and
Gelato is Italian. However, there
is also a difference in how the two
are made. While both ice cream
and gelato contain cream, milk and
sugar, gelato uses more milk and
less cream than ice cream and generally doesn’t use egg yolks, which
are a common ingredient in ice
cream. Gelato is also churned at a
much slower rate, incorporating
less air and making it denser than
ice cream. So, which one is better?
I leave that to you to decide, but
take it from me, you can’t go wrong
with either, especially in the sweltering summer heat of SWFL.

Kilwin’s Chocolate, Fudge, and
Ice Cream shop opened its doors
on Fifth Avenue in 2003 and has
enjoyed a huge fan base ever since.
According to general manager
Travis Lee, Kilwin’s serves as many
as 150 customers a day in the summer and the number rises above
200 in season. As for the original
recipe ice creams, the top three
flavors are toasted coconut, cookies
and cream and chocolate mint.

Travis says, “Lots of people come to
Kilwin’s because of nostalgia. The
business began in the Midwest and
so many people come in and say I
used to eat ice cream at Kilwin’s
when I was a little kid.” Kilwin’s
offers more than 30 choices,
according to Travis. “People love
our ice cream because of its rich,
smooth, creamy taste. It puts a
smile of sheer joy on their faces
whether they are a real kid or one
remembering when they were.”

Regina’s has a lot of offerings,
including 42 flavors of ice cream,
four sorbets, two sherbets, and
four yogurts. All the ice cream is
homemade by the Ice Cream Club
in Boynton Beach. The store’s
top flavors are downtown cup a
joe, chocolate fudge brownie, and
Naples special butter pecan.

“A lot of people love our retro look;
we have a juke box, Betty Boop
statue, and pictures of the Marx
Brothers. We try to make sure
we cater to our older residents
in terms of our look, our service
and our ice cream…it’s the perfect
recipe for success.” says Keith.

Gelato & Co
is an Italian
company with
14 stores worldwide. It opened its
Naples store in 2018 after
one of the owners, a famous
Chelsea football player who
loves Naples, said the “Only
thing missing on Fifth Avenue
is a good gelato shop.”
Founded in Bologna, the gelato
capital of the world, Gelato &
Co imports 85% of its ingredients from Italy. “It’s the real
deal”, says co-owner of the
Naples store Alfonso Salazar.
“It wouldn’t be a real gelato
shop if the vast majority of
our ingredients didn’t come
from Italy. We get our pistachios from Sicily, our hazel
nuts from Piemonte and our
almonds from Bronte. We
use local flour and fruits, but
everything else is definitely
Italian.” The top three flavors
of Gelato & Co customers are
pistachio, Italian chocolate
chip and Italian biscotti.
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Founded as a bakery and chocolate store by Don Kilwin,
today the franchise boasts 125
stores nationwide. Kilwin’s
slogan remains today… “Sweet
in every Sense since 1947.”
The Fifth Avenue South store
employs 12 people, and is “really a
fun place to work,” says Travis.

According to Alfonso, other
differences in ice cream and
gelato include less air in gelato
which provides an intense
flavor, and if you are concerned
about fat and sugar, gelato contains less than ice cream. “We
use non-GMO ingredients and
no preservatives or artificial
flavors,” Alfonso says proudly.
“Our sorbets are also made with
fresh local fruit every day.”

Julie Hyer

Marjo Burke – Port Royal

We may not have New York’s Met or its Museum
of Modern Art, Chicago’s Art Institute or D.C.’s
National Gallery, but Fifth Avenue does boast nine

Doug Hixon – Key West

Sanja and Ivica Papes have owned the cupcake
store on Fifth for six years, and according to Sanja,
they offer approximately 65 different flavors
throughout the year. “We want our customers to
experience nostalgia in a sophisticated presentation every time they take a bite,” said Sanja.
“After all, life is always better with sweets, and
cupcakes and ice cream are the perfect combination for achieving inner happiness,” Sanja
said with a smile.
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On a more serious note, he said, “Being humble, patient and dedicated are key to succeeding, but the most important is having a
family who supports you through everything.”
There he met one of his many mentors, Rocco Costanzo, his
manager at the time. One day Luca asked him: “Rocco, I want to
work in America, how do I achieve the American Dream?” Mr.
Costanzo calmly looked Luca in the eye and said, “First, you got
to get there, my son.”
Following his advice, one day Luca proudly announced, “I’m going
to Disney World.” After traveling from Sicily to Milan for an
interview with Disney, he easily landed a job and was on his way
to Orlando. He acquired a work visa and started as a server at
Alfredo’s on the Disney property. “We were serving as many as
3,000 people a day,” said Luca. He stayed with Disney for a year.

With seven locations in Florida, including two in Naples, and
almost 30 years of making people smile, it’s no wonder Provident
Jewelry is expanding its Fifth Avenue South store. Beginning in
April this year Provident will start building out its store to almost
double in size from its current 2,800 to 6,000 square feet. The
expansion is hoped to be completed by mid-November.

The next stop was La Jolla, CA, where he worked at Pasquale on
Prospect, continuing to hone his skills and his English, serving
and conversing with Hollywood celebrities and other VIPs. When
his visa was about to expire, he signed on with Princess Cruises
and did a stint in the Caribbean.
Unfortunately, he still wasn’t permanently on American soil.
He heard about a new restaurant called BiCE, which was opening in Orlando. The management there actually came to Miami
and boarded the Princess cruise ship to interview Luca. It was
a match, and he was well on his way to becoming an American
citizen and achieving his American dream.

Recruited in 1994 to join the business by Art Samuels, a retired
Navy Commander and founder of Provident Jewelry, Kaplan
was not into jewelry. In fact, he says, “I was trained in musical
performance, not showcasing jewelry, but Samuels knew me,
and he and his son wanted people they knew they could trust
like family.” Since the time he joined Provident, Kaplan has
gone from managing the West Coast Florida stores to opening
and operating stores in Fort Myers and Naples, which employ a
total of 25 people with a dozen of those in the Old Naples store
on Fifth Avenue.

Growing up in Sicily and graduating from hotel management
school there, Luca Di Falco was only 18 when he left Sicily to
work in Sardinia at the prestigious Hotel Bagaglino in Porto
Cervo. It was there he fell in love with the hospitality business
and began to dream of going to America.

At the young age of 24, he went from server in Orlando to manager of BiCE in Miami and also the manager of food and beverage
in the hotel where BiCE was located. It was with the BiCE family
where he exceled and within a few years was offered a partnership here in Naples. He took over as a partner of BiCE in Fifth
Avenue’s 2008 when he was only 29.

Since establishing his businesses, Luca has been able to move his
mom and dad to Naples, and his sister, a fashion designer in Italy,
now lives in Miami and runs a successful VIP travel company.
“My mom was a seamstress for Channel and my dad a mechanic,”
says Luca. “They worked very hard, respected everyone, and I
owe everything to them.”
Luca says running a restaurant is “a very tough business.” “You
have to have passion and be willing to give something up. I don’t
take vacations. I spend that time with my kids.”
Luca loves Fifth Avenue South and Naples, noting “it’s safe, firstrate quality and the clientele are the best.” He humbly added,
“You can even talk to the Mayor, it makes you feel wonderful,
where else can you do that?”
When asked what’s next in his continued quest
for expanding his American Dream, he smiled and
said, “Another restaurant, and maybe kid.” Here’s
hoping his formula will still work, kid or no kid.

“I love painting landscapes, flow
foliage of Florida. My gallery in
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According to Kaplan, the store build-out is designed to give the
customer a much more exotic and luxurious experience when
shopping for jewelry. The Wellington, FL, store, for example, has

Cool Moon Shot – Sue Tompkins

When asked what his formula for success has been, Luca laughingly replied, “One kid, one restaurant.”

– LIVING THE AMERICAN DREAM

He realized very quickly, however, he had to learn English if
he was to make his American dream a reality, so he set out for
London and landed a position with the Grosvenor House Hotel.

The Englishman Fine Art

WHY NOT TAKE A WALKING TOUR?
Have you ever had one of those days where you
were looking for something unique to do on your
own? With your spouse? Best friend? Or perhaps
you have family or friends visiting, and you want
to show them just how cultured, sophisticated and
fun Naples can be. Then look no further than Fifth
Avenue South and its remarkable world of art.

Julie White

Continuing to build his restaurant empire, Luca opened another
on Fifth Avenue South, La Trattoria, in late 2018. The popular
menu boasts 25 types of pizza. “My favorite is the Norma, a typical Sicilian type of pizza,” says Luca.

Fifth Avenue South’s Luca Di Falco

OH MY!

He may not have been into jewelry when he joined Provident, but
most days now you will find Kaplan wearing a brooch. “I just like
diamond pins, and I like purchasing them for my wife,” he says.
“Unfortunately, men don’t have a lot of jewelry options, but
wearing a brooch lets me show off our work.”

Grace & Shelly’s Cupcakes bakes fresh every
day, serving 100-150 cupcakes in 15 different
varieties and putting a lot of smiles, as well as
icing, on their customers’ faces. While cupcakes,
especially favorites like red velvet and brown
sugar caramel with French buttercream, are the
stores specialty, customers also love their Royal
Scoop ice cream, which is also home-made in
Bonita Springs. Peanut butter, mocha and caramel crunch seem to be the side dishes of choice
at Grace & Shelly’s.
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Bruce Barone Jr., Executive Director | 5th Avenue BID

Jarred Kaplan, Managing Partner for Naples and Fort Myers
stores, is one of the many Faces of Fifth, who not only runs one of
Fifth Avenue’s high-profile businesses but is also a member of the
Business Improvement District’s Board of Directors. He has also
led an interesting life.
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Recruited in 1994 to join the business by Art Samuels, a retired
Navy Commander and founder of Provident Jewelry, Kaplan
was not into jewelry. In fact, he says, “I was trained in musical
performance, not showcasing jewelry, but Samuels knew me,
and he and his son wanted people they knew they could trust
like family.” Since the time he joined Provident, Kaplan has
gone from managing the West Coast Florida stores to opening
and operating stores in Fort Myers and Naples, which employ a
total of 25 people with a dozen of those in the Old Naples store
on Fifth Avenue.

fifth avenue south
– your historic main street

Bruce Barone Jr., Executive Director | 5th Avenue BID

Provident Jewelry is
Expanding on Fifth Avenue

A throw-back to the 1940s and 50s, the store
interior also reflects Mitch’s slogan of “Take a
Step Back in Time,” by transporting you through
a nostalgic décor to the popular soda fountain
feel of those decades.

Lynn and Mitch have been in the cookie business
for eight years. The new downtown store offers
50 different types of cookies, showing clearly,
they “put their dough where your mouth is.”
Mitch says, “Combining our cookies with a scoop
of ice cream topped with hot fudge or caramel,
whipped cream, sprinkles with a cherry on top
is a really an experience.” Lynn adds, “Our ice
cream is Royal Scoop, which is homemade and
hand-churned just up the road in Bonita Springs,
and our milkshakes are actually made with the
old-fashioned Hamilton Beach mixers. It just
doesn’t get any better than that.”

fifth avenue south
– your historic main strleet

Diamonds and Rubies and Pearls…
Key West – Doug Hixon

Each month the sunset photo
contest winner will receive four
Sunset Cruise Tickets with
Pure Florida.

Aldo Castillo Art Gallery

Emillions Art Gallery

Aldo Castillo Art Gallery

With seven locations in Florida, including two in Naples, and SUNSET
CONTEST

Bruce Barone Jr., Executive Director | Fifth Avenue BID

oug Hixon – Key West

ulie White

Diamonds and Rubies and Pearls…

what they call their Dream Factory, which includes a full, wellstocked bar, flat-screen TVs, and lots of wood, leather, and design
elements accenting Wellington’s equestrian history. Kaplan isn’t
ready to reveal what the Fifth Avenue store “wow” factor will be,
but he insists once the expansion is complete visitors will be blown
away by special touches that include exquisite areas for socializing
and more intimate areas for private showings for customers.

After spending eight months working in England, Luca was called
back to Sicily by the military. He had a choice, either military duty or
community service, working with children and the elderly. He chose
the latter, which allowed him to continue working at night to learn the
hospitality business, but his dream of going to America did not fade.
After completing his service, Luca was hired by the most luxurious hotel in his hometown of Catania, the Grand Hotel Excelsior.

Julie White

April 2021 • Old Naples Living
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After building BiCE into a popular dining spot, especially by
locals, he wasn’t finished. He had a dream of creating his own
brand and in 2015, Luca opened Caffe Milano. He wanted to create a unique spot on Fifth, not a fine dining restaurant, but one of
quality, friendliness, and an open atmosphere. Within two years,
Caffe Milano was recognized as the 16th Best Restaurant in the
United States! Chalk one up for the American Dream.
Luca went on to marry his wife Melissa in 2013, and today, they
have three little girls, Luna, Valentina, and Liliana.

May 2021 • Old Naples Living
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Emily James Gallery -- 720 5th Avenue South, Suite 111 – Award-winning
porary and realistic. A videogr

Recognizing the
women and
businesses that
make 5th Avenue
South so unique.

Madelene Columbus
Hoffmann Executive
Suites

WOMEN OF FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH

Jennifer Castellani
Culinary Concepts

Vicki Tracy
Gulf Coast International
Properties

A special Gulfshore Business feature paid tribute to “Women of Fifth Avenue South”, as nine of them and
their accomplishments were recognized in the February 2021 issue. The publication did a masterful

Monica Cabada
Provident Jewelry

feature article on Fifth Avenue South’s female business owners and entrepreneurs who contribute daily
to the excitement and vitality of what keeps Fifth Avenue South humming.
The article noted,

Martha Shaub
Native Visions Gallery

“The women featured in this issue of Gulfshore

Staci & Judi Carroll
Peach Tree Designs

Business are important leaders in operating local
businesses. Meeting them should encourage you to get
to know more about the people behind the storef ronts

Francesca Neri
Molto Trattoria

of Fifth Avenue South’s art galleries, restaurants, retail
shops and other establishments.”

Ę G Y T ´
As seen in Gulfshore
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Business magazine.

FIFTHAVENUESOUTH.COM

WEBSITE
The BID’s website continued a
monthly newsletter f rom the
Executive Director that reinforced
marketing efforts and highlighted
faces and events on Fifth
Avenue South.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media continued as the lifeblood of the BID’s
marketing efforts, allowing it to showcase every aspect of
the Fifth Avenue South lifestyle, architecture, food,
shopping, and residential living. It also provided an
opportunity to extend the reach of paid advertising f rom
its “Crown Jewel” campaign in a more organic way.
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Clockwise f rom Top Left: Mayor Teresa Heitmann; Chris Rozansky, Executive

Director of Naples Airport Authority; Kristen Coury, CEO & Executive Director

of Gulfshore Playhouse; Bob Gibbs, Managing Director of Gibbs Planning Group

Our social media presence continues to grow exponentially. In 2018, official followers on Instagram were only

The “Movers & Shapers” podcast expanded its reach and the number of special guests in 2021, including

1,674, while at the end of 2021, official followers were close to 30,000, giving the BID continued influencer

Naples Mayor Heitmann as well as some of Naples most influential business owners, restaurateurs,

status. Likewise, in 2018, Facebook followers were approximately 1,800, but by the end of 2021 that number

entrepreneurs, and others. The Movers & Shapers Podcast is posted on BID’s website and is available

had grown to almost 12,000.

through other social media platforms, including iTunes, Spotify, and Pandora.
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All social media has been powered by the ongoing creation of content and photography with multiple
posts on a daily basis, which we believe has resulted in increased engagement month after month over
the last several years.
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EVENTS
Throughout 2021, the BID brought thousands together
at some of the most exciting events anywhere in the
country, beginning the year with the Annual Car
Show on Fifth and ending with a spectacular
Christmas celebration.

ANNUAL
CAR SHOW
The year opened with the Annual Car
Show on Fifth, where around 600 cars,
including hundreds of Ferraris and other
exotic, vintage muscle cars, and luxury
automobiles, including a British
contingent of Jaguar, Lotus, Triumph,
and Bentley brands were on view.
Porsche, the official car of Fifth Avenue
South, were well represented, including
several rare race cars. American cars did
not take a back seat, with dozens of
Corvettes and muscle cars. The event
also raised more than $500,000 for St.
Matthew’s House that serves those
struggling with homelessness.

CHRISTMAS
CELEBRATION
The BID hosted the 48th Annual
“Christmas on Fifth” on December
3-4. More than 30,000 people
attended the special festival which
featured a variety of children’s
activities, including Santa, a skating
rink, a live Nativity scene with
animals, as well as al f resco dining, an
outdoor Christmas market, and a
20-foot artificial Christmas tree with
10,000 lights for everyone’s
enjoyment.
Christmas on Fifth also included the
return of Tuba Christmas on Fifth
where attendees heard more than 50
musicians of all ages perform popular
holiday tunes and sing-alongs.

AND
EVERYTHING
IN BETWEEN
In addition to these bookend events
during 2021, there were dozens of
other events, including a job fair, wine
and food experiences, a fashion show,
arts and crafts exhibitions, a
Halloween Spooktacular, and the
monthly return of Evenings on Fifth,
where visitors can stroll along Fifth
Avenue South while being
entertained by local musicians.
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EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH

AVENUE ENHANCEMENTS

VISUAL RENAISSANCE

BASKETS AND BANNERS
In 2021, Fifth Avenue South got a facelift with beautiful hanging baskets and new banners on streetlight
poles, which immediately added a hint of charm and elegance to Fifth Avenue South post-pandemic.
The banners are designed to signify a collective identity, one of unity, quality, and sophistication. The
banners also hail Fifth Avenue South as Naples’ “Historic Main Street” with welcoming messages that
promote Fifth Avenue South as one of the premiere shopping and dining destinations in the world.
The hanging baskets and banners were unanimously supported by Naples City Council.
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AVENUE
LIGHTING
New lighting was added to the
pedestrian walkway between Vergina and
Sugden Plaza to assure the safety and
security for guests crossing f rom one side
of Fifth Avenue South to the other.

PARTNERSHIPS

COMMUNITY

The Fifth Avenue South BID joined
forces with the Naples Police
Department and sponsored the
October 2021 “Do The Right Thing”
(DTRT) program, which recognizes
school-aged children doing good
things in our community. The
program is sponsored by the City
Council and the Naples Police
Department. DTRT brings
community groups, schools, and local
businesses together to reinforce
exemplary behavior and build
confidence in our children. The
winners were publicly recognized for
their positive deeds and contributions
at a special ceremony at City Hall.

Executive Director Bruce
Barone Jr. & Master Officer
Sean Phillips, Naples
Police Department

PHILANTHROPIC
The BID joined forces in August 2021 with the
Gulf Coast Chapter of the Alzheimer’s
Association, BrightStar Care, The Arlington of
Naples, and Tieger Public Affairs to sponsor a
Purple Evening on Fifth to raise awareness
and funds for Alzheimer’s disease. Currently,
Florida ranks #2 in the nation in terms of
people who have Alzheimer’s, and there are
more than 18,000 Collier County residents
who suffer f rom dementia.
The Purple Evening on Fifth was hugely
successful with the event helping put the
Gulf Coast Alzheimer’s Association Chapter
over its $150,000 goal for the Association’s
annual Longest Day fundraising efforts. More
than 20 Fifth Avenue South businesses
supported the effort by providing artwork
jewelry, gift baskets, and gift certificates for
an auction and raffle.

NAPLES CITY
COUNCIL
The BID continued its efforts to forge a strong
relationship with City Council and City staff
and to communicate the critical needs of
Fifth Avenue South now and in the future.

BID BOARD CHANGES IN 2021
Christopher Shucart was elected President of the BID’s Board of Directors. Shucart is President of JCS Realty
Group, a local real estate development and investment firm with 50+ years of experience.
Also appointed as officers were Vice President and Immediate Past President Jeff Wynn, President of Wynn
Properties, and Secretary and Treasurer Joseph McCabe, Vice President of Project Development for Gulf
Coast Commercial Corporation and Founder of Naples Jet Sales. Each of the newly elected officers will serve a
two-year term.
Other board members include Jerrilyn Hoff mann, of The Hoff man Family of Companies; Jarred Kaplan,
Managing Partner of Provident Jewelry Naples, and Fort Myers; Nancy MacDonald, Managing Broker for the
Fifth Avenue South office of Coldwell Banker; and Eric Tancredi, General Manager of Vergina restaurant.
As the BID looks back at the last few years and now begins to imagine what’s ahead for Fifth Avenue South,
our 220 businesses understand clearly how important local residents and tourists are to their survival and
ability to thrive in the future. It is a relationship that in turn impacts our local property taxes, our property
values, and our lifestyle. Fifth Avenue South is the economic engine that drives much of this City’s future, and
through smart planning and working together we can all keep this City a vibrant and beautiful place to live,
work, and visit.
Thank you for your support.

CROWN JEWEL

of

NAPLES

Clockwise f rom Top Left:
Christopher Shucart, Joseph
McCabe, Jeff Wynn, Eric
Tancredi, Jerrilyn Hoff mann,
Bruce Barone, Jr., Nancy
MacDonald, and Jarred Kaplan
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